Who is Rise Technology

SME delivering solution to Customers to improve efficiency and lower production cost

Delivering solutions that improve efficiency and lower production costs

Breakthrough in solar cell metallization: Copper

PV production chain

Rise Technology

Turnkey equipments for photovoltaic module assembly

Delivering solutions that improve efficiency and lower production costs

Equipment Installation, Assistance, Maintenance World Wide

active R&D collaboration:
- CNIS - Centro di ricerche per le Nanotecnologie applicate all’Ingegneria della SAPIENZA
- DIET - Sapienza
- ENEA Casaccia Photovoltaic Division
- CNR Nanotec (CS)
- Consorzio Interuniversitario Nazionale per la Scienza e Tecnologia dei Materiali (INSTM) – Unità di PD
- University of Torino – Chemical Dep.

Main Production > 25% turnover invested in R&D

RISE Staff N. = 9

January 2020
New Production unit ENEI Innovation Hub

Production Unit
San Martino di Lupari (Padova)
Production area 1,350 m²